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Abstract. We first position Text Mining (TM) components and chal-
lenges in a Grid-based distributed TM architecture. On the basis of this
infrastructure we declare an embedded TM workflow.

1 Common View

No one would contradict the statement that the former small market of infor-
mation retrieval systems will shift to a huge commercial natural language text
processing (NLP) market. Decision support and security are important fields
with similar requirements. Grid technology [1, 2] is intended to allow for seam-
less access and use of distributed computing or processing resources (PRs), and
information or language resources (LRs). In distributed TM efficiency of sub-
tasks will be guaranteed by specialised distributed classification methods. Geo-
graphically dispersed systems and heterogeneous data meet the requirements of
advanced NLP and the nature of text as data in different languages. The sec-
ond goal is to draw direct analogies between the Grid, distributed TM, and the
Semantic Web for NLP applications (cf. [3–7] for example).

A common view on the Grid, distributed TM as Semantic Grid application,
and the Semantic Web in the context of NLP helps to identify the influential
forces. Grid Computing can be related to the Semantic Web via Semantic Grid
structures based on a language infrastructure.



2 Embedded Text Mining Workflow

What keeps all embedded TM applications together is the need for sophisticated
TM algorithms, and the need for qualitative data input. We hypothesise that
the key to successful embedded TM application depends fore and foremost on
the quality of the textual input, which otherwise would result to what is called
the Semantic Gap. Unfortunately, unstructured text data on the Web or in large
repositories are not suitable for automatic text mining, since the semantics of
individual data items is not clear. Hence the data are not suitable for more
sophisticated embedded text mining affairs. We give an account of ways to over-
come the poor quality of textual data—which results in a research agenda for
text annotations on the basis of database technology, ontologies, and statisti-
cal NLP [8–11]. Correct data entries, no duplicates, and referential integrity are
examples of quality assets in relational databases, and quality factors like cor-
rect process models examples in data warehouse management, which introduced
data cleaning as integral part of data maintenance processes. Ontology-based
Semantic Web annotations, such as linguistic named entity classes, build the
groundwork for representational data quality, which in turn helps to implement
the vision of embedded distributed TM applications. In this connection texts
are annotated by Semantic Web data structures, building up the ontological in-
frastructure. Finally, Ontology Learning provides the instrument for adapting to
different application domains.
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